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servant's tent. Without it he would be arrested and
probably shot for looting : simply the possession of things
which an Ethiopian should not, under white rule, be wealthy
enough to have would be sufficient evidence for that.
Bayenna and Igezu, who had been so steady and true,
put out their right hands to say good-bye. " We are going
back to our own countries," said Igezu3 who lived in the
Cold Field near Debra Brehan, " God will provide for us,
He knows what is best for us." They had lost all their
savings because they had been faithful. They held my hand
and kissed it. I could have cried. The wife of the French
Minister stepped neatly off the train, where she left Monsieur
and Madame Robillard, expelled after twenty-five years9
work in Ethiopia. Old Robillard looked out of the carriage
window at the station clock, at the customs sheds, the little
toy engines of the Franco-Ethiopian railway, the cadaverous
Arab porters in dirty scarlet turbans, all the cheap familiar
sights which he was forbidden to see again. Twenty-five
years ! An old, ill man, he was past tears ; there he sat,
crumpled and helpless in the corner of the carriage.
Margarita kept Madame Robillard in conversation,
talking easily about other things as her good nature knew
best to do. Madame Robillard needed help of that kind :
she was determined not to express emotion, and sat erect
in her black prim dress, her neck sustained by the white
emphatic bone and network that correct elderly women in
France like to wear. But her face looked thinner than
usual and her eyes were red with recent reflection upon the
past, when she had helped her husband to run the Courrier
d'Ethiopie, watched the tennis at the French Legation, and
left Addis station so often, just like now, to spend the week-
end at Bishoftu near the placid crater-lake where the egrets
gather in white sleet from the African plain. Adieu !
Germaine, her daughter, would have seven days' grace to
stay in Addis and either export the printing press or sell it
at a loss to the Italians. Moskopoulos, the Emperor's chief
of counter-espionage, smiled wearily to other Greek friends
whom he had to leave, carefully settled his portable gramo-
phone upon his knees and the train jerked off,
^Margarita and I laughed as loud as our distinct characters
permit. Good-bye to Addis, no regrets : great fun being
expelled. The other journalists on the platform, who had

